Colby's New Director
Of Admissions Chosen

yP epartme^
New New Laboratory
To Be Dedicated
Prof essors and Instructor s
Faculty appointments for the year
1964-65 have recently been announced in the departments of Glass ies , Air 'Science, Economics and/
Physics.
Dr. Gertrude Malz, formerly Professor oi Green and Latin and chairta ,'
Japan.
Broo&s
speak*
Briar College, has accepted an appointment as Visiting Professor of
Classics. Dr. _ _!_!_ is a graduate of
Swarthrnore College who has taken
her M.A. and Ph. D. degrees in
Greek and Latin at the University
of "Wisconsin. She has also been a
.student at the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens, Greece.
She is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, the American Philological
Association, Archeological Institute
of America, Association Internationale de Papyrologues, and the Classical Association of England. Her
publications have been primarily
concerned with the papyri of Dios¦'¦¦.
corus.
Major Walter J. Brooks has been
selected for the assignment as Head
of the Department of Air Science at
. Colby College. Graduated from Harvard in 1949 with a major in English, he has had considerable experience as an instructor and served
Co
on the faculty of St. Michael'^- llege in Winposki, Vermont. In his
. most recent assignment, Major
Brooks served as a senior navigator

on flying status assigned' with the
421st Air Refueling Squadron, Yokota, Japan . Major Brooks • speaks
fliient Japanese. His wife, Nancy,
is a native of Vermont who graduated from Stephens Collegej Columbia, Missouri/ in 1955. The
Brooks have four children, two boys
and two girls.
Leonard P. Fletcher has been appointed Assistant Professor of Economics for the academic year beginning September 1, 1964.
He was >bbrn in Grenada, West
Indies and still maintains citizenship there. After completing his secondary school work in the West Indies he went to Mount Allison University in New Brunswick, Canada ,
where he received his Bachelor of
Commerce degree in 1959. Since
that date he has been a graduate
student and teaching assistant at
Brown University and is, this year ,
a regular member of the instructional staff of that institution.
He says of himself , "After matriculation , teachinjg was my occupation until 1950 when I entered th«
Civil Service where- I remained for
two years before leaving for Curacae, Netherlands, West Indies. In
Curacao , I remained until 1956,
and then left for Mount Allison University . . . I take a very keen interest in developments overseas, and
(Continued on Page Two) "

Barroinrd LecUires

Dr. Joel Barromi , a Danforth
Visiting Lecturer , will speak on
"The Rebirth of Israel" at 8 :00 on
Fr
iday, May 15, in Given Auditor, ium. Dr. Barromi is Minister Plenipotentiary, and Deputy Permanent
Representative of Israel to the United Nations. He comes as a replacement for Ii. S. Garfield Todd , former prime minister of Southern Rhodesia whose plans for a tour of colv leges this spring have been cancelled
by unsettled conditions in his country•
'
Joel Barromi was born in Rome,
Italy in 1920. His family belongs to
the inner core of that city's small
but ancient . Jewish community,
whose origins may be traced to the
first century A.D.
In 1937 he entered the Law Faculty of the University of Born e. He
was engaged also in . Zionist work
which was carried out cautiously
because of the hostile attitude of the
Facisj; Governnoen _|which a year later, in 1938, enacted racial laws severely discriminating against the
Jewsy At the ' end of 1939, after the
out/brj eak of tho Seconfl'World War,
Joel Barromi reached Palestine, during the British. M^ndato'
In Jerusalem ho: entered the Hebrewi ' University. There ho joined
the Hagana, the Jewish underground self-defense organization. In
1941 ho volunteered to the British
Army when the first Jewish''Palestinian military units wore constituted, and served ia the Middle Eastern
and Italian war theatres. ; ;
Ho was again called to military
duty during the struggle for Israel's
independence, and served in the Isof Jerurael Army ^during the siege
ho waa
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,
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In the same year. Dr , Barromi entered Israel's. Foreign '. ' , Ministry,
where lib spoQialissocl mainly in Latin
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Dedication of the newly equipped
The appointment of Harry R. Carroll of Durham, N.H. as Colby
instrumental analysis laboratory in
the Keyes Science Building in honor dean of admissions, effective July 1, was announced today. The ' 39of Professor Lester F. Weeks will year old administ rator ha s held a similar assignment at the University
be held on Monday, May 18.
of New Hampshire for the past seven years.
Weeks, who served for 35 years
Past President o_ the N.E. Assor
as a professor of chemistry at Colciation of CollegeRegistrars and Adby, was Department Chairman and
missions
Officers, Carroll graduatMerrill Professor of Chemistry.
ed
cum
laude
from the University of
While in Waterville, Weeks served
New
Hampshire
in 1949 and the
as a member of the City Council
¦ year received' a master's,
following
and as Chairman of the 'Republican
degree in- psychology. He will hold
City Committee. He is a former
faculty rank at Colby as an assist
representative to the state legisla\
tant
professor of psychology.
ture arid served several industries
university
Carrol
has
served
the
as scientific consultant. A 1915 Col¦:-:i ' ' ¦'. ¦•
...
.
'.
_.
in various capacities since ins
apiby graduate, Weeks is now retired
pointment a,s a .graduate assistan.
and resides in Boothbay Harbor.
in psychology in 1949; He was a
The dedication program -will becounselor and an administrative asgin with an informal ceremony at
sistant from 1951' to . 1954 and , in
5 :45 in Weeks Laboratory at which
succeeding years,' was assistant :to
time the dedicatory plaque will be
'the director of admissions, assistant
unveiled by Professor Weeks. A
to the acting president, a financial
dinner at Roberts Union will follow
aid officer, and , beginning in 1957,
the ceremony. At 8:00 p.mi. Walter
director of admissions. ;
Lawrence, Professor of Chemistry at
' Carroll is a member o'f the planBates College, will deliver a lecture
ning
committee of the N.H. Perin Averill Auditorium. Following
sonnel
and Guidance Association an4
H
a
rry
i
.
.
Carroll
the lecture a reception is planned.
of the college relations committee of
the N.E. Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools. For the past two
and a half years he has taught courses in psychology and mental hygiene dffered by the University Extension Service.
He will succeed William L. Bryan ,
The Colby chapter of the North- ing to block the passage of the
who
resi gned a year ago to 'become
ern Student Movement will join with Civil Rights Bill , and the inaction in
director
of athletics at Hotehkiss
Civil Rights organizations all . across the enfoi-cing of existing legislation
^
Lakeville
, Conn. In the inthe nation nex - weekend by staging and Court decisions. For example, School/
Earl
McKeen
has served Cola peacef u l picket at the Waterville ten years after the Brown Decision , terim ,
by
as
acting
director
of admissions.
Post Office to protest Federal inac- the state of Mississippi still has. no
Carroll
is
married
to the former
tion on Civil Rights. The occasion is d eseg r egat ed puhlic schools.
have three
Cameron
.
They
The demonstration will be held on Susan
the tenth anniversary of tho Supreme Court' s decision outlawing Friday, May 15, from noon to 8 sons.
p.m . All interested students should
segregation in public schools.
Specifically, Colby students will come to a" planning meeting and
On Wednesda y, May 13, all Colby
be protesting the Southern filibus- rally in Roberts Union on Thursday, students will participate in the anter in the Senate which is attempt- May 14 at 7 :00 p.m.
nual celebration of Jo hnson Day.

Waterville Is Scene
Of NSH Demonstration

Classes will not meet for the day
and a number of interest ing and
varied projects have been planned.
Include d among those are :
Work on the Chapel lawn , raking
Johnson pond , planting trees on the
ski slo pe, cleaning the Outin g Club ,
working on a women 's dorm pro ject ; repairing the lit t le /league
On Sunday, May 10, at 3:00 in field , and . . the plantin g of a blue
•
Given Auditorium , the Friends of spruce on the main cam pus .

Friends 0! Art
Sponsor Lecture
By Samuel Hunte r

RADIO COLBY
Sunday—May 10
8 :00-9 :00 Eliot Terbor gh
The Variety Hour
9 :00-10:30 Larry Dyhrberg
The Friendly Show
10 30-11 :00 Dick Pious
The Weekend Report

J oel Barromi

Monday—May 11
8 :00-0 :00 Peter Grabows ky
Folg Music
9 :00-10:00 Special Tape
10:00-11 :00 Larry Angolo
Jazz Hour

,

til 1961' he .was Counsellor in the
Embassy of Israel in Buenos Aires,
Argentina and Charge d' Affaires
in ' Montevideo i!Uruguay and Hav^
' •!'
ana , Gul>a. ' ' '
Tues day—May 12
From 1961-1963, Dr. Barromi was
8 :00-0 :00 Dale Jo well
Director of the Latin American DivPopu lar Music
ision in Israel 's Foreign Ministry
9:00-11 too Jim Katz
in Jerusalem . Ho was also a memClas-loa l Music
ber of Israel's Delegation at the
XVIIth General Assembly in the
Wednesday—Ma y 13
United Nations'. Since 1963 ho was
8 :00-8 soo Bill Hondrloks -n
also named Ambassador o'f Israel in
Modern Sound.
Port-au-JP'rinco, Haiti.
0:00-10(00
Russ Monbloau
From October, to Decemb er 1968,
Tho
J
azz Hour
Dr. Baromi was representative of
10:00-11
Larry A ngol o ,
v
:00
Israel afc the XVHIth General As- y
sembly, in the Special Political
Committee. In January, 1964 ho
Thurs day—May 14
was appointed Observer for Israel
100*0 :C0 Dale J ewell
$
l
in the UN\Sub^ommissi6n:f6r the
¦ ¦ V
; Popular Music
.
;
Protection of Minorities arid for the
0:00-11 ioo Cynthia Carroll *
El i m inat ion of Discriminati on , In
Classical Music
February he became his country 's
Obs erver in th o UN Comm i ssion ' of
Human Rights.
Friday—M ay ia
Dr. Barromi is married and has
8:00-0 too Goorgo and Stan
fou r children. He speaks Hebrew,
Anything Goos
Italian , English, Spanish arid
0:00-11 too Frod Wotzol
Rook & Rol l
.„ \ -

'

*

i
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Art will present a lecture by Samuel
Hunter, professor of art history and
director of the Rose Gallery of , Art
at Brandeis University.
Hunter received his ' degree from
Williams College and ,has also studied at the University! of' Florence in
Italy. He has lectured on art history at Barnard _ College and the
University of California, in Los Angeles and hold the position of Asssociate Curator of Painting arid
Sculpture at tho Museum of Modern Art in 'New York.
Aside from this, Hunter has been
active in the litera ry aspects of art.
Formerly an art critic for the New
York Times, he now contributes to
several magazines such as the New
York Book Roviow, The Partisan
Review, Art in Amorloa , and tho
Collogo Art Journal. Furthermore,
ho is the author df several books :
Jackson Pol look, Modern American
Painting and Sculpture nnd Modern
French Painting.
¦
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Classics Grant
Sends WesterVelt
To Washington

'A grant has boen awarded Assistant Professor Peter Wostervelt by
tho Center for Hellenic 'Studies in
association with Harvard University. Tho grant carries with it tho
ubo of a house located on tho
grounds of tho estate owned by the
Center in Georgetown, Washington.
The program , under the loadership of Bernard Knox , is directed by
a five man -hoard composed of tho
top classicists in tho country. Each
year , several scholars are chosen
for the program , whose purpose 'is
to onablo each man. to work on individual topics in tho field of
Greek s usjn'g the library of tho Center and in the company of other
.loading scholars in his field,
Wostorvolt , who received his B.'A.
and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard ,
is ono of a group of four American
and four European scholars chosen
for this year's program. Granted a
year 's leave of absence by Oolby,
h o will bo workin g in . the field of
Center In Georgetown , Washington ,
D,0.

Contemporary Artists
Reveal Independence

by Karen Eskesen
The new art exhibition opening oh
May 8th at Bixler Art and Music
Center provides a survey of some
of the sources of today's art. The
show also contains paintings by
many artists who stand apart from"
the mainstreams of contemporary
art , and their independence is a
very significant cha racteristic o'f
Twentieth century painting. .
It is interesting, in looking at

Come to the Fair!
The Tourist
Is Welcome
¦ ¦;. ¦ ¦ !
'
we- . . -: : .: ¦
SER VE
YOU!

Hundreds of families
have registered their extra
1
rooms with us. The peop le
| are the gracious New Yorker s
i with private homes who want
to say "Welcome to New York "
There are rooms available
for every purse
Stay a week , a month or
plan your summer in New York.
i

THE STUDENT IS WELCOM E
MAY WE HELP YO U?

VISITORS '
TEMPO RARY
RENT AL
SERVIC E

L

220 W. 42 ST.
NEW YORK CITY
HIM. 1914
PE 6-1953

___.._/

the lines of the artists involved in
thi s show, to see how bravely they
defended their personal ideals in
pursuit of aesthetic ideas. Four
Germans represented here , Volde,
Schmidt-Kottlief,
Heckel ,
and
Kirohner, were eventually denounced
by their government and even forbidden to paint around 1940. Other
radical young men in Europe of the
early 1920' s were Jean Arap, Joan
Miro, Yves Tauguy, and Georges
Morandi.
The early moderns' stand was
radical , and yet it was necessarily
so , for they, were forced to . fight an
academic tradition which had lasted five hundred years. They were
pioneers experimenting with the
idea of self-expression by means of
fi gurative painting trimmed of all
unessential parts , or even totally
non-figurative;
Irnthe early 1940' s, young Americans . began. 'to ¦strike out against
conservatism and began experimenting iii j npdern idioms. They had become aware of . the new concept of
art abroad , yet the national isolation of the time required that they
resort to their own inventiveness.
The movement of Abstract Expressionism was the outgrowth of these
years.
This exhibition illustrates the attitude of all these unconventional
painters who seem to paint without
direct reference to society, but deal
rather with the aesthetic problems
of pictu re making. Perhaps the lack
of comment on society by men like
Hofmann and Pollack is in itsel f
a telling comment.
Not content with a single focus,
the show also represents a few artists like Shahn and Baslcin who are
still concerned with society, but use
a- more contempora ry vocabul ary
than tho abstractionists.

FREDDIE 'S

Toby Nason's

Pipes , Ma gazines
Wallets , Novelties
Main at Common St.

Spring Street
ONE STO P SERVICE
Laundry & Dry Cleanin g

I

1 Hour Laundry Servic e
| "Open Daily '! 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Mon. Thru Sat.
j
to Spring, Watervil le

873-3057
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Ha rold B. Berd een

" We Give You Service "
Job , Novelty & Social Printin g
Waterville
88 Pleasant St.
Telephone TR 3-3434
i

Tel. 872-8686

Arbo 's Garage
AAA — 2* Hr.
Home Service
2 Harland Street
TR 2-9551
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CLYDE & THE RESA A RNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
COFFEE SHOP
TELE PH ON E EA C H UNI T
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SU P E R I O R
Direct to Canada
Routes 281, 100 and 11
Tel. 4S3-7318

Open Day and Night

1

.

TRinity --582_

,

; "t69 Main street

Between Waterville and Fairfield
Colby C.llogo Nearby

CLEANLINESS PREVAIL.

J
i

Everything in Mu sic
i
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AND HOBBY ITEMS
¦¦

ARNOL D MO TEL

SERVICE AND

90 MAIN STR E ET

Tel. TR 2-7838
Thermo Heat Control
Air-Conditlonod
Modern Brick
Wall to Wall Carpets
Fireproof - Free TV

WHERE QUALITY ,
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TRY OUR SPAGHETTI
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COLBY STUDENTS.

he. has continued to retain his residence and where he attended grammar and secondary schools.
• He received his B.A., majoring in
economics, at the University o'f Buffalo in 1959 and in 1963 was granted
the Ph. D. in Economics by Brown
University. In the current academic year, 1963-64 , he is an instructor
on the faculty at Brown.
He is interested in haseb&ll and
from 1951 to 1958-was retained by
the Cleveland Indians as a pitcher.
He is a member of the American Ec- .
otiomic Association. He and his
wife, Marie, will arrive this fall.
1 In the Physics department, - Mr.
Fred B. Otto has been appointed as
an instructor. A native of Bangor, .
Maine, he graduated from Orono
High School and obtained the B.S.
degree from the University of Maine
in 1960. He is currently a candidate
for the Ph.D. Otto is a memlber of
the Institute of Radio Engineers,
the American Physical Society and .
of the American Association of Physics Teachers.
He is married to the former Alma
Louise Merrill o'f Machias, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto have three childdren , Janet , Nancy, and Robert.

M~i f ir ¦ _" ir- _r .it _r _^¦ 0- _— r 1 - c "

: Sherwin-Williara j . Co.
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er is not married.
Dr. Richard D. Raymond has also
been appointed as an Assistant Prof essor, of Economics. He was born at .
Batavia, New York, in which city-

Ha rold W . Kimball Co.

and Hot Pepper Rolls
Groceries and Beer to take out
Free Deliver y on $4.oo orders
and over. Call ahead and havo
your orders ready.
TR 2-9731
¦Open 9 a.m. til 12 p.m. nightly
Open Sundays 1 p.m.
|-r-

DEPARTMENTS TO RECEIVE
,
(Continued from Page One)
especially on the African continent;
I also play a little chess when I A.
have the time to do so." Mr. _ _ech-

PARK'S

Com plim ents of
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Cyf V Waterville Drug

Five immortal
com posers —
Mozart ,
Beethoven ,
Strauss ,
Wagner and Verdi — in 22
gram m gold and 16 gramm silver. An official series minted by
the Austrian treasur y . Special
offer : gold coins _o dollars
apiece, 10 dollars each. Ideal gift
for the coin collector or music
lover. Send cash , check or money
order , specif ying which composer
desired , to:
VERSANO-QUELLE ,
Vienna ,
Stammersdorferstrasse 133, A ustria. Prompt delivery guaranteed ,
paid. Sorry, no
all postage
COD' s.

Ralph W. Atk ins Co.

Meat . Ball Sandwiches

Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WATERVILLE
MAINE

Norma n

Woodman ,

Austr ian
Commerorative Coins
•

•

(on the Rotary)
Fabulous Italian Sandwic hes
Pizzas and Dynamites
"Tiny Tony " Cheese Pizzo 30o

"COOKI E" MICHEAL
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McLean and Aldercreu tz have Buffington ,
both undergone operations — McLean a broken hip and pelvis ; Al- Dukes.
dercreutz for internal injuries. Carvellas and Young sustained head
gashes ; Savage was unhurt .

TONY ' S
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The five were enroute to Quebec
when the accident occurred at about
4 a.m. They were discovered almost . Students interested in working on
immediately after the crash and
were taken to Martha Hospital in the Echo , 1964-65, contact Barb
Jackman. Later they were transHoward , L.C., Jan Wood , L.C., Jan
ferred to Thayer for treatment.

Printing and Photo
Suppli es
34 Main St.
Tel. 872-5565

Gas Tan k Full ?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?
See

LAUNDRAMAID

Five Colby College men were hospitalized at Waterville _ . Thayer
The Murray Prize Debate will be
Hospital following an automobile acheld on May 14 at 8 :00 o'clock in
cident , near Jackman, Maine on the Lovejoy building. The topic for
Route 201 early Sunday morning.
the debate is "Should f ederal funds
be used. ito pay for the college eduThe students were Gordon Mccation of qualified students who
Lean , a sophomore from Wayne- otherwise could not afford .-higher
Havertown, Pa; John Carvellas , 20, education ?" The cross examination
a sophomore from Berkley Heights, technique, recently used by the visN.J. ; Kenneth Young, 22, a senior iting Irish debaters , will again be
employed. Arguing the affirmative
from Augusta ; William Savage, 21,
will be Pete Farnum and Al HoughWellesley, Mass, junior ; and Thomton. The negative side will be taken
as Aldercrut_ ,-19, a freshman from
by Phi l Stearns and David . Gray.
Encaping Sodertaline, Sweden. SavThe Murray Prize Debate has
age, who owns, the small foreign car,
been held-at: Colby since, 1909 und er
which was totally demolished in the
a bequest from George E. Murray,
accident , was driving at the time
of Lowell, Mass., graduated in 1879.
of the crash.
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SPECIALTY FOODS
S. S. PIERCE: PRODUCTS
Beer & Ale
20 Silver St.
(Waterville , Maine)

•

5 Colby Students Annual Murr ay
In Car Accident Prize Debate To
Be Held May 14
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SUCCESS
Success comes early to colleg e •
women who sup plement their ,;
education with ' Gibbs train ing
-who obtain marketable skill s
that gain them quick ent ry into
the fields of their choice *
SPECIAL COURSE FOR
COLLEGE WOMEN ~ 8'/a MONTHS
'¦ ! '
Write Colle ge , Dean
for GIBB& GIRLS AT WORK

K ATHARINE
GIBBS

SECRETARIAL
BOSTON 16, MASS., 21 Marl boroughSt reot
'
NEW YORK 17, N. Y„ 200 Pork Avonue
'
MONTCLAin, N. J„ 33 Plymouth Stroo t :
PROVIDENCE 0, R. I„ 155 rtn goll Str oot
;
'

Exam Schmtule

NOTE : Ail exam inations will be ' T uesday., May 26th, at 9 :00 a.m.:
held in the men 's field house., ex- Biology !25S, French 346, IHistdry
cept , as otherwise indicated' below. 238, Mathematics , 312, Music 222,
Students should check this sched- Art 252 BO 123, Ghem. 142 KIOS;
112,
ule inirfiediately, arid if they have Chem. 322 K105, Philosophy
Sociology
362
332
SpanPhilosophy
,
,
a conflict, they ? should-: report at
once in writing to the Registrar ish 222, Economics 352 L100, Engthe following information : Courses lish 352 I4OO, English 422 L100,
in , conflict, date of , examination, Psychology 354 L215.
names of the instructors, and the
Tuesday, May 26th, at 2 :00 p.m.:
name of the major adviser.
Air Science 422, Economics 382,
No written semester examination, English 354, English 414, History
or written make-up examination, or 354, Latin -142, Mathematics 422,
any part thereof is to be held prior Spanish 356, Art 318 BG 123.
., , < , Wednesday, May 27th, at 9 :00
to the date below.' .
Monday, May 25th, at 9 :00 a.m. : a.m .: Mathematics, 112d2 (all sec.Biology 312, German 346, History tions) Mathematics 212d2, Classics
262, Mathematics 242, Mathemat- 232, Greek 122, History 356.
ics -1__2, Philosophy 512, AstronoWednesday, May 27th, at 2 :00
my, 102 __105, Astronomy 104 K10S, p.m.: Art 232 (all sections)- B0
Phys. Educ. 312, Psychology 382, 123, Physics 442 K 109, Bus. AdReligion 314, Russian 104, Spanish ministration 342, Education 314,
106, Geology 352, LS 101;
History 336, History 372,' PhilosoMonday, May 25th, at 2 :00 p.m. : phy 354, Sociology 372;
Biology 232, Bus. Admin. 354, ; Thursday, May 28th, at 9:00
Economics 362, English 282, English a.m.: Economics 242 (all sections).
372, History 342, Chemistry 224 Thursday, May 28th, at 2 :00 p.m. :
E105, Physics 142 __10_ , Latin 102,
Economics 342, German 348j GovLatin 122, Music 122, Philosophy ernment 234, Physics' 402, Chemis318, Religion ,312, Sociology .312, try 312 K 105, Governmen t 392 L
Geology 212 US6, Physics 312 __105. 319, Portuguese 212, Religion 214,
Russian 102, Music 102.
1

Friday, May 29th, at 9 :00 a.m. :
Biology 252, Chemistry 468, Economics 392, English 362, Greek 102,
History 222, History 282, Mathematics 244, Mathematics 424, Philosophy 256, Psychology 314, Art 122

BOSTO N I ANS - BASS

PF TENNIS
CITATION

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

_3C : 123, Geology 242 LS102, Physics 232 X109.
IBus.v Admin 222 (ABC) K 105, English 122, 221ed2, Sects. CEPJLOPQ
Friday; May 29th , 'at 2 :00 p.in. :
in F.I-., Sects. ; .ABD__M in L 100,
Sects. GNR in L 215, English 121ed2 in F.H., Englis_ 368, Latin 352.
Saturday, May 30, at 9:00 a.m.-:
Econoinices 322j .History ' 382, Math
362, English 424 M1104B, Psychology 212, Sociology 392, Spanish 358,
Gov't. 3226215 .
Saturday, May 30, at 2 :00 p.m. :
Air Science 122, Biology 211d2, _3us.
Administration 322, French 222,
Music 115d2, Philosophy 212.
Monday, June 1st, at 9 :00 ,a.m. :
Biology 102, Economics 338, English 318, Geology 102 Sect. A-K
105, Geology 102. Sect. B-LS 5,
Geology 102 Sect. C-J- 100, Geolo^
gy 222 3j S 5, English 374, Psychol:
ogy 394, French 344.
Monday, June 1st, at 2 :00 p.m. :
Chemistry 222, English 332, English 334, Gov't 336, Art 314 BC102,
History 232, History 394, - Math.
211d2, Russian 106, Geology 312
LS6.
• ' ; Tuesday, June 2nd , at 9 =00 a.m. :
Music 212, Sociology 222, German
108 L 203, Spanish 102, Spanish
;
• ;:r ' .
104.
Tuesday, June 2nd, _¦£ 2 :00 p.m. :
Bus. Admin. 344, German 102,
German 104.
Wednesday, Juno 3rd, 9 :00 a..m.:
English 222 Sec. OFG-K . in' L 100,
Sec. ABDEHJLM in F.H., Social
Science 122, Sec. B, B, K, N in K
105, Sec. CFGHJL in F.H.
Wednesday, June 3rd, 2:00 p.m. :
French 102 ; 104 ; and 106.
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Editorial:
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Please, Let Us Study !
.The Stu-G Academic Life Committee's report on study facilities,
(as given iri this week's notes) deserves careful attention and immediate action from the administration. While the problem of late event^ study space has been existent all year, it is particularly acute duringJ the pt-ercoih ^
period we are now entering.
^
^Present: inadequate conditions in the library are described in the
report . What isn't mentioned is the overwhelming studen t opinion in
favor of longer hours for the third floor study rooms. The inconvenience involved in using th ese rooms—the best study facilities on the
campus—decreases their value immeasurably. Dorms and houses provide .little adequate study areas, leaving the library as the student's
sole .'hope for academic; salvation. For. the 109 people privileged to
enjoy the superiot third floor studies, 9:45, is a pretty early hour to
pa<pk up the books and either, go hbrtie to sleep or to a favorite downtoton i watering' place or' fight for a place downstairs. This situation is
ur|fortuhate enough 'jw ithout mentioning the plight of those students
who., are shunted from the reference room and the stacks to join the
desperate crowds anxiously milling ' about the cubes.
Ts ' all of this nece_sary? Stu-G says no and virtually everyone except
Tne' Powers ;_fo .Act seem to agree; ;While opening the third floor until midnight would necessitate retaining janitorial help to close the
building, student inquiries have determined that this would not cause
a financial burden, Also, it would be possible for Student Government
to provide students willing to guard the main floor of the library
vvh'ich woul# be accessible and otherwise unattended during the period from 10-12. Thus there is ho practical reason apparent to prevent
immediate relief of a serious problem that is intensif ying as finals approach.
Student Government* is- preparing a more detailed long-range report in terms of the increased enrollments effect on available stud y
space next year . Opening the third floor area until midnight will be a
significant first step in alleviating the problem. It is our hope that
those individuals who are most involved will be listened to and their
suggestions acted upon in a positive and constructive manner. -

J . W.

j

Letter To Editor
T-o the' Editor : '
' J consider the open letter to the
Board of Trustees in last week 's
ECHO to b e a di rec t insult on th e
part of Mr, Dukes to every sincere
fraternity and sorority member on
this campus. If one is in error to
talk about "non-existent abstractions ," it is reasonable to suggest
that the Editor is guilty of the
same error. He, too, has indulged in
some rather distorted and highly
generalized statements, the most serious being a reference to the "ugliness within our own walls. " I, for
one , fail to discern any positive
pr oof of such a sta tem ent in the
past year with all its various meetings concerning discrimination on
this campu s ; th e onl y "uglines s"
I see is in the vicious attacks
against fraternal organizations hy
such people as the Editor of our
ca m p us newspap er .
I im ply, as Mr. Dukes has u nmistakable done, that fraternity and
sorority members maintain membership in their respective organizati ons because , thoy thrive on _.

chance of having someone "to spit
on , verbally or otherwise," degrades
the integrity of a sizeable portion
of this campus. May I remind the
TCditor that fraternity men and sorority women have made noteworthy
contributions to this college community ; such a fact does not support Mr. Dukes' , idea as to why
people maintain their membership
in , fraternal organizations. Then
again , Mr. Dukes may have decided to ; ignore this fact for the sake
of his argument.
Concerning the second provision
of the proposal fro m the Committee
on Dis criminati on , my knowledge of
the subject of ritual demands that I
confine the basis of my statements
to the women 's side of campus. Mr.
Duk es again makes tlie mistake o'f
saying that the use of ritual in a
fraternal organization is for the
so-called "npn-christinn faiths. " On
purpose of excluding "members of
tlie contrary, " the iiso of ritual in a
sorority serves the purpose of declaring the princip les to which th e
particular group adheres, principles

¦% dolb u _5rijo
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such as knowledge and scholarship,
sincerity, and so forth. There- is
n othing in such a declarati on that
¦
can be called prejudiced-. It seems tb
¦
!
-, :.
^y - y y - y . ' ¦ • . me that if a person cannot commit
:
himself to such ideals , then he is of
wkSESkS * %_-M_aflE_i & e§?
very little value as a human being,
much less as a member of a college
community. This is not to say that
membership in a fraternal organizaMay 4, 1964 should contact Dave Haskell ,^ editor.
tion is the only way of pursuing
2. All organizations requesting
A regular meeting of tie Council
ideals ; it is one of several ways, a was called to order at 7 :00 p.m. by allocation of ' funds from Stu-Gvery direct and active way, shall'we President. Bill Neil. The. secretary's should submit a financial statement .
say.
minutes were read and approved. to the treasurer on or "before May
The
treasurer reported a cash bal- 18th . Tlie statement should include
My indignation from Mr. Dukes'
ance
of |358.24 and a sinking fund this year's allocation , this year's exletter stems from the fact that he
balance
of $1275.78. The senior penses, and anticipated expenses for
has passed ju dgment more than unFoss
_
class,
. ,
j Hall, Mary Low, "Wo- next year.
fairly upon a sizeable portion' of
Judiciary,
3.
The
President
announced
that
men's
and
Pan-Hellenic
this community, t cannot help but
the
cloth
purchased
for
the
Counwere
not
represented.
wonder if he is guilty of the very
"
cil table cost $1.00.
crimes he has charged against frat- COMMITTEE REPORTS :
fMeet
the
Candidates"
for
all
4
1
.
Social
Committee
—
Randi
An.
ernal organizations ; I wonder if he
class
officer
candidates
will
be
held
tik
Chairman
,
is using his editorial powers to "spit
a) The Social Committee members Wednesday, May 6, in Lovejoy at
on " someone verbally. I have just
were
announced as follows : Pete 7 :45 p.m. for freshmen, 8 :30 p.m.
one plea for Mr. Dukes, and his coCamplin
, -Erik Thors on, Tiew Krins- fox sophom ores , and 9 :15 p.m. for ,
horts : just, for once it might be
ky,
Al
Post ,--: Linda Cotton , Carol juniors. '
wise to "Stop and evaluate the ac5. According to a letter read from
Johnson
and Jan Atherton.
,
tive rol e that fraternal groups play
Mr.
Macormber, the extension of .the
,
Committee
conb.
The
Calendar
on this campus. I haven't as yet
Jan Ather- closing hours of Roberts Union desists
of
Carol
Johnson
,
heard any suggestions from the antipends' on two factors — 1) Whether
discrimination followers as to what ton and Francis Colines.
2.
Academic
Life
—
Stu
Rahoff,
the present budget will permit paythey have in mind that will replace
ing" the boys for staying; on the exChairman
our present orientation , except for
A motion to accept the recom- tra time, and 2) Whether the- boys
a)
v
the existence of local fraternities
mendation made hy the Academic are " willing to staff the Union the
and sororities. It seem s to me that
Life
and the Buildings and Grounds extra hour. When these factors have
local groups,, being no more than
committees
was unanimously passed. been investigated , the Council, will
social clubs conducted to the whims
The recommendation reads as fol- be notified.
of the particular people in that
lows : Effective immediately, the
6. Anyone interested in assisting
group at a given time , leave the
THIRD
FLOOR
of th e Libra ry in the drive to raise money for the
door wide open to the sort of disshould remain open for study pur- Kennedy Memori al Library Fund
crimination some people think they
poses until 12 :00 midnight, as this should contact Steve Schoeman.
see here now . The disintegration of
is direl y necessary in view of the OLD BUSINESS :
sororities and fraternities (I firmly
comprehensive and final examina1. Randi Antik offered recommenbelieve that this is to be the , ultitions coming very shortly, W& feel dations supporting the extension of
mate resul t of the present di scrimthat this is necessary because many women's , hours on Saturday night
ination issue if it continues to depeople end their serious studying at until 1:0O. The information will be
velop as it has thus far) is , lihe the
9 :45 p.m. due to the inconvenience channeled to the proper authorities.
Editor so candidly stated , going to
of having to hreah their concentra- NEW BUSINESS :
make a lot of people unhappy, and it
tion in moving to another area of
1. A motion by Dave Fearon to
IS "too bad ," because the unhappy
the Library, which by this time is allocate $50.00 to the Men's Stuones are going to be not only the
crowded and noisy. At present , 219 dent Association for initial expensfraternity and sority members, but stiidy spaces are available. This repes was unanimously passed;
the remainder of the campus as resents 110 study spaces in the
2. Stu Rakoff's taction that the
. •
well.
>•
"cubes" and 109 spaces in the Mem- Council recommend to B & G that
Sheila S. Webster
orial Study Room . In a typical sit- the Spa be repainted in a more liveuation on Tuesday evening, April ly color .and recommend to John
EDITOR'S COMMENT : One can- 28, at 10 :15 p.m., all 110 cube spac- Joseph that some alternate lighting
not help but wonder sometimes es were occupied and approximately arrangement be made in the Spa
whether it is better to be misread 65-70 persons were in , the "Pit" . was tabled until the Buildings and
or not read at all.
The situation will become more Grounds Committee could conduct a
y
acute upon the commencement of proper investigation'.
comprehensives and . final examinao.Erik Thorson s motion that the
LETTER TO EDITO R
tions. - The addition, of 86 stud y cufoe sign-out policy be reinforced
Dear Editor :
spaces on the third .floor will facil- an d th at tabl es b e provid ed with
Personally, I cannot understand
itate .many who are forced to seek sign-out slips was passed with ope
how any student can cast his vote
refuge in other areas of the cam- afostension.
for a candidate for class officer
pus which are usually less adequate
without knowing the candidate's
4. Tho motion by John Workman
and less conducive to study. Thi s
plafonn . Evidently the vast majort h a t the policy of sign-out slips be •
will then bring the amount of adeity of next year's sophomore class
es tabli sh ed on the third fl oor of th e
quate study fa cilities to „ total of
either possesses this telepathic pow.Library was passed.
305 • spaces, more commensurate
er or is at l east able tb determine
5. A motion by Eric Rosen that
with the need during these times.
from say-nothing posters which stuthe Freshman Interim Committee be
b) Stu Rakoff announced that
dents are best qualified .
aboli shed an d th e election of class
next week a long range report would
Are Colby students apathetic?
offi cers substitut ed wa s un a nim ou sly
bo given concerning possible - arNEVER 1! Their time is just too
defeated.
rangements for increasing; study
valuable to bo spent on such minor
6. The motion that Radio Colby
areas in light of next year's indetail s as attending a half-hour
b
e
represented by a votin g member
creased enrollment.
meeting at which they would be
o
n
the Council was tabl ed to th e
o) Because it was felt that would
able to hear the candidates present
fall
by a vote oM2-4.
bo no value in questioning seniors
thoir platforms. If this be tho case ,
There
being no further business ,
con cernin g compreh ensives , the matth en the thirty non-candidates who
the
meetin
g wa s a d jo urned at 8 :10
tor has been dropped.
attended the open mooting on Wedp.m'
.
ANNOUNCEMENTS :
nesday night should bo ostracized
Respectfull y submitted ,
1, Anyone interested in assisting
fr om the Colby campus for wasting
1
the editing of th© Stu-G. Handbook
Diane' 'Mattison , Secretary
their time. ;
Donald H. Jopson
level administration discussions.
I'm sure that ho "member of the adProfessor E.' Parker Johnson , Dean
ministration will protest that stuof
tho Facutly at Colby Collogo, has
dents don 't haye any opinions or
been
appointed a Research Assoolato .
that they can't be responsible . But
LETTER TO EDITOR
University for tho month
at
Brown
yet , for some reason unknown to'
v
To tho Editor :
July,
of
1884.
this writer , there is a marked unv
Now fcliaf f^tno' housing arrange- willingness to lot students in on
Ho will continue his studios In
ments for next year have been coni- tho initial planning of polioy. Stuplotod , thb'iinportnnfc issue of what dents can , and have in the past' tho field of olectroretinography, In
voice the students should have in housing crises , act responsibly in, association with Professor Lorrin A.
deciding polioy can be safely raised.. meeting tho. noed-' an_ the situations Riggs, In the Router Laboratory of
con front- Psychology at Brown.
There were sound reasons for the with.which ,thpy hove^beeh
administration '«, desire to keep the ed. The housing arran gements wore
projected movement of Colby stu- made by a pomcriittoe of seven stuProfessor Rlggs and Johnson have
dents quiot — if tho businessmen dents meeting ' with tho Dean of 00-authorod numerous scientific padowntown had found out , the price Men , and a pl an 'aoceptable to all pers, tlio most reobnt "Elootrloal
^
would have skyrocke ted — "but this was worked out with' a minimum of Responses of tho Human Eye ''to
),
should not have stopped them from hard feelings ,
Moving Stimulus . Patterns '' , having
informing at least a small group of
'
Tho sfcndonts ht^vo proven fcliom- boon presented at Hie spring moot*
rosponsilblo students about what was
solvos in this aituntlon i and I be- ing of tho National Academy of Solhappening.
lieve now; doBdrvo a ohanoo to assist
ono-8, In Washington , D.c , April
'
", ' '
What should bo considered are the adinjnistratidn.('and faculty in 29, " ' ' ,
'''
ways in which a; responsible atudont making polioy. Tho work of tho Stu-

-;

voiae can be injected into thoso ^top

(Continuoct on i'ag- Five)
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Must Colleges
Police Sex

in mature ways. It must grant its
students the privileges that responsibl e adults enjoy and be willin g to
endure . student protests when the
offenders are punished.
A student should never be punished for "what he might do but only
for what he has done. Punishment
in advance is unjust to the innocent
and quite clearly states that he is
not to be trusted. Subscription to
this seemingly simple principle is the
core of the controversy over parietal
rules. To deny a student the "right"
to have a girl in his room is to punish him for what he might do -with
her. To deny him the "right" to
have a party in his room is to punish him ha advance for fear that'the
party might get out of . hand. ,.
To punish all to prevent the transgressions of the few is, on the face
of it, unjust. At most the college
can, by legislation, limit opportunities for immorality. Such limitation, is at heart : police action , hot
educational action. Limiting immorality is not teaching morality.
Though it is a much more- difficult
policy to f ollow ,' severity toward
those who "abu se si privilege is- far
better than denying everyone; the
privilege. The' college that is willing
to accept the headaches such as .policy inevitably entails is then in a
position to define by its specific
disciplinary actions what it considers
¦
to be abuse.
• ' '*
^
Society is based on consensus. The
members of a large and established
society such as ours accept, through
education , consensus they did not
help form . Social relations , sexual
conduct and communal courtesy are
all matters of consensus. It is such
consensus ' or the larger society
that the college must help the student accept. The college student is
at the age of revolt. He is at the
peak of his egocentricity and the arrogance of his youth. He should to
some degree cross swords with social
conventions, defy them; attempt to
alter them , test ' their validity for
himself in order that he may eventually subscribe to them willingly.
The area of disagreement about
Sex between the central position of
responsible students and the college
authorities is, underneath all the
controversy, never very great. Incidents which recuire college disciplinary action in general involve
violations of consensus that most
students would agree to. Each such
incident as it is treated individually
becomes an instrument for exchange
of ideas and evaluation of standards. However acrimonious the debates may become , th ey will , if pursued with honesty and good-will,
promote understanding and respect
between the college and its students.
More important, this is tho only
approach , that enc our ages students
to view adults as human beings , and
it takes human beings to persuade
students to expose their doubts
ab out th eir own v adult stature to
adult influ ence. The achi evement of
frank dis cou r se < between, a college
and its students is an essential prer equisite t o the fulfillm ent of th e
college's broader educational aims.

Church Gives Views of XL N*
In Student Gov't Lecture

~
by John O'Reilly
" Last ,Friday evening, Colby was
honored with a lecture by a prominent figure in Congress. A Senior
Senator from Idaho,... Fr ank Chur ch
is a liberal Democrat. He has been
active in Both domestic ' affairs, including civil rights , and in foreign
relations , having served on several
important international committees.
Lecturing on the "Changing Role
of the United Nations ," Mr. Church
commented on the necessity of
transferring the power of the Security Council to the General Assembly.
When the U.N. Charter was drawn
up at the San Francisco Conference
in 1945, the Security Council —
comprised of the five powers of "the
victorious Great Alliance -r- was entrusted with the ponderous responsibility of keeping the peace. Each
of the five membersvWere given.the
right of veto to insure against any
arbitrary decisions. The original unanimity of the Councilj however,
has been hrokea by the Cold War^
The Soviet Union has used its
veto 100 tim es, the U.S. not once —
thus the necessity of circumventing
the veto, which has manacled the Security Council, by upgrading the
General Assembly, Church feels
that this situation justi fies the abolishment of the veto so that the original powers of the Security Council
may be restored.
Church cautioned that . the U.N.
is not a panacea for the world's ailments , and that it has, at times,
been over-sold , causing later disillusionment. Its principle function is
that of a mediator and counseling
board for the smaller countries rather than that of a policeman. Since
it has less combative power than the
smallest of its 113 members, it is
almost a wonder that it has accomplished so much. When police forces
are needed — as iu the Korean War,
in the Suez Gfaza Strip, in the Congo, and in Israel and Cyprus today—
they are formed of contingents from
member
nations.
Church
believes that this military conscience
of the U.N. would be more effective
if it were a standing, r ath er tha n
temporary, spur of the moment
force. He advocates the establishment of a permanent U.N. police
force which could be summoned by
the Security Council to action
wherever needed at any time .
One of the main reasons for the
success of the U.N. is the desire of
each nation to maintain, its national prestige. Since its rujings are
strictly impartial, a refractory nation would stand- to lose face. The
int ern ati onal exchang e whi ch tak es
place under U.N. auspices has, in
( he 18 years of the U.N., hel p ed t o
stop or prevent aggression or war
in Iran , Greece, Kashmir, the Near
and Far East, and in other areas.
Impartial U.N. conferences led to
the end of the Berlin Blockade and
th e Cuban Crisis. ; ; .
Since the U.N. is affiliated with

no race, color , or political creed , it
tends to assuage the. resentment.
of th e p oor countri es t oward the
rich, the have-not toward the have. .
When one consid ers th e f act th at
the U.S. and Canada have less than
10% of the world's population and
more than 50% - of the world's
wealth, it is no wonder that some
nations ask , "~ Why are you so rich
and we so poor?" The increasing
gap between the rich arid the underdeveloped countries,- especially
in Africa and Asia, is a time bomb,
a threat to stability and peace. An
all-white council or police force
would be of little use. But the U.N.,
a nonpartisan^" honest '• broker, ¦ is
welcome and responsive to the interests of both sidles.
v

Edit or 's Note : The following is a psychologists, and psychiatrists in
. partial reprint of an article \'Must these universities are constantly
Colleges -"olice Sex" from the April torn between their acute awareness
1962 Edition of tne Atlantic. Month- of the emotional problems of specific
ly. It " presents a balanced , . intelli- students in trouble, who need help
gent view -which needs badly tp 'be ini their struggle to . attain , sexual
heard.)
maturity and sexual adulthood , and
A growing number of college stu- the necessity to meet 'administradents do. not consider premarital tive policy by expelling -all transsexual, intercourse immoral. On the gressors on the naive assumption
contrary, they view it , or claim to, chat this will preserve a high standnot only as a quite natural expres- ard of morality. .
sion, of affection but as a valuable
Such rules ., may be rigidly enexperience in personal -growth. An forced , with punishment spelled out
examination of the source and the in advance ; or. a: pro forma enforcecharacter of , this belief is central ment system may exist , with littfl«
to an understanding of the current effort made to detect violations. Adcontroversy over visiting regulations ministration of such rules may be
in college dormitories. The argu- in the hands of student government,
In a dditi on t o this functi on of
ments for and against greater per- which either is ' strictly under th*
mediation^ the U.N. has a positive
missiveness takes, many forms - — a control of .the dean or has a reasonrole. — that of providing , technical
discussion of the right to freedom , \ble degree of autonomy. The realtraining and guidance for the unprivacy on the part of students, and ity behind the rules in any given
derdeveloped nations, in conquering
of the duty to\ prevent immorality, university can only be determined
tropical diseases, 'such as ! malari _,'
limit temptation, and protect the by a campus visit including interand , flby means of the World Bank,
college's reputation on the part o'f views with students. The practices
of providing loans when needed on
administrators. Nevertheless, the going on. behind the public shell of
conditional terms, thus eliminating
psychic, moral,' and .physical conse- published rules may differ radically
some of the profiteering in some of
quences of intercourse- are the real from such rules, • - '
the African nations who are paying
A great majority of American unissue.
off the U.S. and Russia. The U.N;
tries to build nations, as well as to
The sources of student belief lie iversities and colleges fit this patpreserve , the peace.
in the altered structure of our sof tern. It' is the norm . They officially
ciety and , more deeply, in a shift of exhibit the view point that the probFinally, ' Mr. Church demanded
society's rnode of judgment away lem of sex oh the campus is simply
that
the Soviet Union , who has Jlar
from moral codes based in religion one of control. Students are good or
grantly
violated Article 19 of the
toward those based in individual bad , moral or immoral , but all must
charter
should
he made to "pay up
psychological consequences. Inevit- be treated as too immature to have
or
get
out"
the
Security Council.
o'f
ably this attention to" consequences good judgment. A college first preShe
has
not
only
deferred
payment
has been transmitted to students vents by limiting opportunity, then
for
two
years
but
has
proclaimed
,.
long before they are df college age. weeds out the bad to protect the
her intention of not paying" He feels
good.
The
facade
of
the
rules
and
For many young people it has
that, if forced , she would prefer
brought decisions about sex into the the apparatus of punishment make
payment
to loss of prestige and
area of what seems right to them. the university and its counselors of
power
and
that such a showdown is
This deepest of all emotional exper- students authoritarian figures ,not
necessary
for
the integrity of the
iences has too often become a mat- to 'be confided' in or , for that matter ,
U.
N.
Charter.
He also believes that
ter of intellectual analysis by the trusted.
either
there
should
be a reassessSome American colleges have deimmature, to be examined and exment
so
that
the
fiscal
burden falls
perimented with in order that they veloped the philosophy that their
proportionately,
or
that
those counmay form their own conclusions. educational opportunities and restries
who
are
now
paying
most
Some of the results are individually ponsibilities are not confined to the
should
have
a
bigger
voice
or
a
disastrous , but some may be good. classroom : the college is a communsmaller
assessment.
We are far from being wise enough ity whose every impact on the stuThe increase in membership over
to assess the ultimate gain's and dent is a component of his education. The classrooms furnish the spethe past ten years from 56 to 113
losses.
cifics ; other phases of campus, li fe,
is indicative of the importance of
The achievement of sexual maturthe
generalities.
All
integrate
into
the U.N. ioday — as an open line of
• ity is an intensely individual probtho
total
experience
which
consticommunication,
between East and
lem. Colleges that approach the subtutes a college education . It is in
W
e
st
as
a
fire
brigade in settling
,
ject with understanding and a dethe
nonaeademic
phases
of
college
problems
and
maintaining
peace in
sire to help their students must conlife
that
character
and
personality,
a
time
when
an
upset
of
the
delicate
sider the consequences of every acintegrity
and
morality
are
strengthbalance
of
power
would
be
cafcasfcrotion on the development of the inpic , as a constructive symposium for
dividual. The behaviora l sciences ened or weakened.
In
the
classroom
a
student
is
litworld "understanding , and econ omic
have already brought us many protle
more
than
a
face
and
a
name.
improvement
, and as a force -which ,
f ou n d insights into th e stru cture of
Outside
the
classroom
lie
is
a
comin
spite
of
day-to-day
disagreements,
personality, At present in colleges
uni que human being,
plex,
growing,
is
working
in
fche
best
long-range inwe are in an amorphous period in
posing an infinite number of prob'
terests
of
all
nations.
which new approaches to student
lems to those -who would understand
problems based on these insights ar e
Mr. Church's grasp of internahim. . On ce th e college activ ely subbeing tested and refined. Eventualtional
affairs wore well established
scribes to the philosophy Of total
ly, no doubt, a n ew equilibrium will
before
he began to speak . But in
education , it must take into acbo reached , a new ethic achieved.
hi
s
t
a
lk
he exhibit ed a sinc erity and
count, in , addition to the over all
Where it is believed that educa-which denoted a faith
earnestness
intent of its rules and regulations,
tion begins and ends in the classin
th
e
limited
yet only partially reatheir 'effects on the development of
room , the easiest procedure in handlized
potential
of tho U.N". Allin g nonclassr oom conduct on the bach individual student.
though
greeted
by
a disappointing
In doing this the college creates
residential campus / is to institute
numb
e
r
of
empty
seats
, the prestifor itself a dil emma from which it
strict regulations for dormitory and
gious
senator
praised
Colby and , '
groups,
A
student
member
would
can never thereafter escape. Society
fraternity living which are purely
in
spite
of
his
predilecti
on
for Idaho
TO
EDITOR
LETTER
not
h
a
mper
the
efficienc
y
o
f
this
must be restrictive , and the college
preventive in nature and which prospuds
had
kind
words
for
Maine
,
committee;
but
would
allow
it
to
is. educating the student to he a
Continued From Pago Four
tect tho college from external criand
hor
common
'tabors.
It
is, unreach
»
decision
after
considering
all
ticism . Such regulations in their ex- m ember of society. But the young, dent-Faculty 'Committee on Dis- important' opinions and , conditions. fortunate that more students did
sentient human being learns gen- crimination is a.'. '' good examp le of
treme form generally forbid, the
'
uinely
to- accept social restrictions the high quality of work which can No faculty or administrative mem- not take advantage of the opporpr esence of one sex in ' any living
ber
of the committee can accurately tunity to hoar a speaker of such calchiefly , th rough revolt , personal ex- result from such cooperation. No
.. unit of the other except "on _ tho
the students, hut yet its ibre.
represent
perimentation , and the long, long one is questioning tho right or comfi rst fl oor " and in strictly controlled
affopt
decisions
student conditions
process of talking it out through tho petence of the existing decision*
and chaperoned groups . Through the
' i
and
welfare.
controlled , mutually respectful, ar- making channels. But one wonders ijC <
summary dismissal of transgressors ,
fi
rm
It
is
my
belief
that
students'
ith e institution can avoid external gumentative discourse that can . and a student, voice: in the early discus- energies could bo more wisely spent
Hel p needed for summer projects
should occur between college author- sion of polioy /might r. not help to :
criticism . Such procedure also avoids
pursuits rather than in: St. Augustine , Florida — Tutor iti es and thoir student bodies .
p resent a clearer p icture of existing in educational
ithe timo-oonsuming treatment off. inin the Useless ing and social rehabilitation prochasing
the
demons
di v idual psycholo gical , problems and , The ; i_Q ognition of individual un- conditions arid also preven t recur- Building. , From this it would soem gram organized by students and
the cost of employing trained per- iqueness also , loads tho college to rence of the chaos of tho past few to follow that tho time and energy facult y at Yalo Universit y})
sonnel. Where dismissal is hot re- pordoive , that treating students as months, Wo do, not rosbnt v tho Eus- of the Faculty and Administration
sorted to,. . .the university still - can too immature to handle , responsibil- tis Building and all it 'ireprosorits .}; would bo more wisely spent improvRoxbury, Massac husetts — Juno
avoid criticism by dealing with in- ity or. tp bo trusted in adult »tn<h w o, wish to work more closely with ing aoademio ' conditions than stamp24
- August 22, Social , recreational ,
'
- dividual oases off the roodrd from tional realm s, especially that of sox, the administration tp prevent' this
A, student on tho and tutor ial work.
rumors,
ing
out
f
¦
'
keeps i the door of - communication resentment, froni developing;
\ Administrative Committee would go
( th© comfortable position of possibly
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What
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showing leniency
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Does Future Bear
Telegraphic Track?

By Derek S'chusier *— —-*>—_J

¦IT SEEMS THAT Depauw College (Indiana) track coach Bob
Harvey may have found one answer to the problem of rising athletic
costs that is besieging American colleges. This week he issued a proposal of a rather unusual and refreshing nature to his Colby counterpart Ken Weinbel :
"We are seeking some telegraphic competition for our freshman
track squad. Our group is a very average Mid-Western small college
team with no real outstanding performers. If you are interested in
this type o'f competition, all you need to do is to drop me a card stating when the times and diisfcances would be due."

HARVEY'S PLAN CALLS for thej trial meets to be held one day,
the results to be wired in to the opponent that night, and the final
rounds held the following afternoon with distances and times compared. Weinbel has hastened an affirmative. reply and my only comment on the matter is that you should all run out and purchase A.
T. &T. stock.
While in the track vein, it must he mentioned that Colby's strides
in the sport this year have been worthy of much praise, both for
coach and performers; It has been many moons since a Colby team
has salvaged first place in a triangular meet. But .no sooner had the
Baby Mules swept past Portland and Waterville High Schools last
Thursday than their varsity compatriots followed suit with a win over
Brandeis and Nichols Colleges.
OUTDOOR RECORDS SET by Colby trackmen so far this year
include a 137' 7" hammer toss by John Carvellas, a 45' 8J4 shot put
by Bruce Barker, and a 4:34 mile by Ike Balbus, Colby home records;
a 42' '2*/ *" hop-step-jurhp by Dick Gilmore and a .58.7 440 by Chris
Balsley,. Colby records; a 4_ 5 2j/a" hop-step-jump by Steve Freyer, a
2:01.9, 880 by Sol Hartman, a 15.4, 120 high hurdles by Balsley, and
a 41.6, 330 hurdles also by Balsley, freshman records. In addition,
Balsley set three indoor marks while Barker and Fran Finizio shattered
a record apiece.
i

* * * * * *

THE LATEST ON the prospective new gymnasium is that there is
nothing concrete, but that a committee has been formed to deliberate
on the location and type of facilities. John Winkin is shooting for a
colossus fit with classrooms, squash and handball courts, and a swimming pool. Though the Administration does recognize the need for
a new gym, the generosity of the Ford Foundation is likely to decide
all this.

ON THE BASEBALL BEAT, take a glance at the hefty batting

averages of Bruce Waldrnan, Sal Manforte, Ken Reed, and Billy
Leighton. These boys, plus the left wing of pitcher Ken Stone, are expected to lead the Mules in their drive for the retainment of the
Maine State Trophy for the ninth consecutive spring. If they are successful, this championship added to the Rollins one would make Winkin a proud man in spite of some tough losses in the early going.
Expect for a doubleheader with Springfield College a week from
tomorrow, the Mules have only Mlaine teams left to contend with ...
Winkin stated that every team with the exception of the University of
New Hampshire, has saved their ace pitcher to go against his Mules.
, . •* * #

*

-x

*

THE COLBY COMMUNITY- will be glad to know that Athletic
Director Lee Williams is making a hasty recovery from his recent illness . . . Former Colby hockey star Ron Ryan, who ranked second
in his class academically, will leave the University of Pennsylvania
this June after completing his graduate study, and has accepted a job
as hockey coach at Merrimac College.

Super Shirt Laundry !
¦. ;
Dry Cleaners
¦
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Bachelor Bundle service
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by Al Fifado ro
The luck of the Irish certainly
has ; nob been with Coach John
Simpson's Varsity net squad this
weelc as they have dropped all four
matches during the last week. Three
of these losses have been on the
home courts which the lone road defeat was at Bates . This losing streak
has followed the snapping of a 15game winless draught in the Mules'
opening match.
First and ' most remarkable of
these losses was against Babson Institute. The visitors had taken a
4-2 lead in the singles matches with
the lone Mule victors being Dag
Williamson , and Bill Boothby. But
Colby fought on relentlessly and
tied the match when , the pairs of
Ken Ingram - Jack Mechem and
Da,g Williamson - Jim Crawford'won
their matches, the former duo coming from behind.
Third doubles team of Dick Bunnell - Terry Eagle won their first
set 6-1 before succumbing to their
BaJbson counterpart in three sets.
Final score of the match was Babson 5, Colby 4.
Against U. Maine on the next day
the Mules were defeated 6-3. Winner for the Mules were Ken Ingram
and Dag Williamson In the singles
and Dick Bunnell - Terry Eagle in
tlie third doubles match.
The margin of loss was again 6-3
as Colby dropped its fourth match
of the season, this time to the Tufts
Jumbos. Colby winners were Dag
Williamson, 6-2, 6-1, and Harry
Marshall, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. Lone doubles
victors were Jim Crawford - Dag
Williamson, 6-4, 6-4.
No facts were immediately avail.

The past ten days have been a
period of rekindling of prestige for
the Colby baseball team. /Posting
four victories during; this period including a double sweep of highranking Providence College, the
Mules ran up a total of 33 runs as
compared with 7 by the opposition.
Here is a game-by-game1 account1 of
Colby 's baseball fortunes as' told by
our on-the-spot reserve shortstop
and correspondent, Len Nelson.)
A P R I L 30
Colby College parlayed the strong
two-hit pitching of Ken Stone with
some timely hitting to post a 5-0
shutout of scrappy Bates on Garcelon Field this afternoon.
As things turned out, the Mules
scored all the runs they needed in
the top of the second inning . Bruce
Waldman, on a hitting - tear that
has pushed his batting average up
^
to .500, opened with a single
to left.
After Paul Brown . walked, Mike
Knox bounced to second, advancing
the runners. Pete Wagner was
called out . on ' strikes, but Stone
worked Bates' starter ' and loser,
Ted Krysnokek for the second walk
of the inning. Billy Leighton then
rescued.Waldman and Brown with a
single up the middle.
Colby added insurance tallies in
the eighth (one) and the ninth
(two). Leighton, who had all the
RIBIV in the game, singledi, home
Bill Cottle- and Bill Snow in the
ninth, after these two had come up
with iback to back pinch singles to
open the inning . . . Sal Manforte
turned the fielding gem of the contest in the fourth inning when he
dove to his right to knock down a
smash by Bates' John Yuksis, and
from! a sitting position, threw the
runner out at first.
MAY 2 (First Gams)
The Mules raced back into the
thick of the NCAA baseball picture
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Home Style Cooking

Insura nce Corn .

today . as they handed visiting Providence a donfole setback, 9-1 and
7-3, on Coombs Field.
In the first game Colby, broke
open a tight 3-1 contest with two
runs in the seventh inning and four
more in the eighth'. Manforte and Waldman lead the Mule attack on
three Friar hurlers with three hits
apiece. Both hit home runs.
The Mules - never trailed as they
jumped off to a 2-0 lead in the first
inning. Leighton stroked a single to
center and Manforte looped one to
right. Waldman rolled out, advancing Leighton and Manforte. Snow
walked to fill the bases, and the
two runs came across when Providence second baseman Al DeGeorge
threw wildly past first base on.
Knox's potential double play ball.
, . . Eddie Phillips went , the route .
to notch the win, scattering niner
hits, six by the bottom ¦third of
the Friar lineup. . ' • ; •
MAY 2 (Second Game)
Three runs in the first inning of
the second game sent the Mules off
and running to a 7-3 decision in the
nightcap of the doubleheader. Leighton cracked a single to left and
Manforte walked. Waldman, who .
had six hits for the day, stroked

A.
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Coloy Mtam^
Four Crucial Games
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(exclusive of Rollins trip)
ab. r. h. ibi. ba ,
Waldman
42 10 21 16 .500
Manforte
44 16 16 6 .364
Leighton
45 10 15 5 . .333
Snow .- ; ,
18 3 6 0 . .333
:
Reedv
45 9 14 10 .311
Cottle
32 5 9 6 .281
15. 6 4 2 .267
Gron.lund
hardier!
8 0 2 0; .250
10
2 2 2 .200
Wagner
,
'' 16 3 3 0 .188
Brown .
Auhe
11 1 2 O .182
5 ' .154
Kreidweis
26 3 4
Nelson
7 0 1 2 .143
PITCHING MARKS
¦ , "" Inn. w. i. era.
Larouche
1 0
0
O.OO
0.81
2
2
Stone
31
2
1 2.31
Phillips
26*
2
0
3.23
Ross
14
3.41
Miller
8
0
0
0
4.00
Lowell
- 12
1,
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Five Track M arks Eclipsed In Win

Terry Stratfcon in the number one
spot with Rick Barrie, second, and
either Geoff Currier or Nick Jahsen
third. The other singles positions
An incredible total of five Colby
have been, occupied thus far by Bob track records fell by the wayside last
Gruber, Derek Schuster/ John Saturday ! as the Mule varsity defeated Brandeis and Nichols ColO'Reilly, and Fred Hopengarten.
leges, 79-62-35, in its first home
meet of the year.
The varsity's next' matches ate
John Carvellas , only a track pertoday at Bowdoin and Monday here former for two months^ set a Seaagainst Bates. The Frosh see their vern 's. Field record with his 137'7"
hammer throw for a> first place. Barnext action -at home on Saturday ker put the shot 45'8 1/_ " for his
record and a second place. Hopping,
against Hinkley School.

MULES NET SQUAD

(Continued from Page Six)
able on the Mule loss to Bates on
Monday. The score was 7-2 and according to Coach Simpson, "It was
fche worst match of the season by
far., ',' , .. - . - . . \ . ,.y , .
This season's -Frosh prospects are
still misty. In tfap first two matches
of the season they have defeated
Hebron Academy, 5-4 and 'Waterville High, 9-0.
•

Thus far Coach Simpson has used

BERRY'S STATIONERS
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Authentic , stirring German marches, 10 records , us rpm; f or
only $2. Firs t time offer. Cash ,
check or money order to:
PRE1SBRECHER , Vienna 23,
Kinskygasse 8, Austria. We pay
return postage. Sorry, ho COD' s.

Reser vations Required Week Nights
Not On Friday, Satur day and Sundays
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This weekend Colby travels to
-Orono for the State Meet, and on
May 13, home fans can view the
Colby Invitational which promises
to be well contested.

Ma rch Along
Auf Deutsch

$1.5©
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The outstanding performance of
the afternoon was by Br-andeis' Jean
G-astoDguay, the only New Englander to be invited to the 'Nationallast year. Saturday he took firsts
in the 440, 880, and 2-mile run ,. and
a third in the 100-yard dash for a
total of 17 points.

33 UNITS AIR-CONDITIONED
NIGHTLY COLBY DINNER SPECIALS

SALES .— SERVI CE ^ RENTAL
;
NEW LOCATION
74 MAIN STREET
<
Come In And See

¦ "¦ ¦ '¦¦¦

stepping and jumping 42'2" Gilmore hit an all-time varsity record
- : ¦.
and a third place.
!¦ One of the two records set on the
track was Balbus' 4 :34 mile. The
other, set by Balsley, was a 58 :7 in
the 440 intermediate hurdles. This
is a new event this year and Coach
Weinbel expects Balsley, a freshman, to better his mark before the
year is out. Balsley also won the 120
high hurdles with, a 15:7.
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Flip over fascinating
Slip onthis striped
seersucker jacket today Paris this summer

meet Mrs.
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to Europe

put on toda y! Stri pes are In jand yo u're the star in a
cool h.i.s. seers ucker sport coat crisply tailored with
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We have the official "Destination Europe '' contest en*
tiy fo rm. Come in and pick one up! Nothin g to buy!
Easy to win! Your choice of seve n different trips this
' summer to y^urfavo rjte European city ;by luxurio us jet p
Meanwhile don 't put off till tomorrow what you should
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PHT , as you may know,
stands for Putting Hubby
Throug h. And that's precisel y what Beverly
Schaefe r is helpi n g to do
—put her hubby through
Hofstra U n i v e r s i t y ,
Hempstead, N. Y. She's a
part -time Tupperware
dealer,demon_tratingand
selling those fine plastic
food containers at home
parties j t's profitable. It's
enjoyable. It 's easy.
Wliether you're a PHT
wife yourself or a student , ask your campus
Financial Aid Director
about it, and call your local Tupperware distributor, listed in the Yellow
Pages under Plastics or
Housewares. Or send in
this coupon...
/ ' . . v ^**^ ' ff^^
^
l§&

traditional details in featherlight 1007c cotton or
•; ' • "Dacrpn " and cotton. Stripin g, of Blue, Grey, Burgundy, Bottl e Green, Camel. Also in varied stri pes and .
plaids. Only $17.95 to $32,50 dependin g on fabric.
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"TuPPBtWAR-DeportmentC-3.
Or lando , Florida ,
I would like tp talk to someone
about becoming a part-time Tuppcrwiiro dealer.
¦¦„, '
Nam e
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Manforte walked to open the Colby
sixth. K&n- Reed then drilled ;- a
double to left center. John Kreids
weis went down swinging, but Waldman singled to scoie Manforte and
Reed. Wagner walked and Knox
dumped a hit into, right to store
Waldman. Jay Gronlund walked to
fill the bases and winning pitcher
Gary Ross plated two more on a
single to right.
Leighton banged into a forceout,
but Manforte walked, and Reed lined his second double of the inning
scoring Gronlund and Leighton .
Kreidweis brought Manforte and
Reed around with a single to left .
Waldman then added the finishing
touches with an opposite field home
run. . . Ross allowed but two hits
and an earned run . . . He had a
no-hitter for five innings. . . The
Mules have rapped out 76 hits in
their last seven games . . . They
hope to sustain this momentum
against Bowdoin at 2 :00 tomorrow
on Coombs Field.

COLBY MITT MEN

(Continued from Page^Six)
'
a single to right, Leighton scoring
and Manforte wheeling "" around to
third . A wild pitch scored Manforte
and two infield outs got Waldman
across.
Kim Miller started for Colby, Ibut
ran into control problems and was
replaced by Dave Lowell in the fifth.
The reliever flashed his best stuff
since his nifty performance against
Davidson down South. The lefthanded Lowell struck out nipe
Friars in his four and two-thirds
innings of mound duty, and was
invincible except for a single by
Bob Bellemore, the 'first man to
face him. . . Manforte's hitting
streak was finally scissored after
fifteen games. The' Wonder Dog did
manage to walk three times through.
MAY 4
Colby exploded for ten runs in
the sixth inni ng to post a 12-3 wist
over the University of New Hampshare. With the Mules leading 2-1,

Baby ' Mitt^niSetTTorrid ^ Pace«Relying on tight ¦pitching ' and
awesome offensi ve power, ¦Colby's
freshman -baseball team ran up three
victories in as many gam$s to initiate what promises to be .a -very
successful season. With each game
the Baby Mules' margin o'f victory
increased, as coach Vent Ullom 's
charges tallied 31 times, while holding three opponents to 7 runs.

hits to date- for the team , led the! urstj The . next d^y . the .JJaby Mules
Blue and (Jrey attack with 3 -hits j showed that they /were just as efand 1 RBI in his four trips to the : fective, away as at iome^as they
plate.
knocked M.C.I.'s ace pitcher Dick
Playing "their lone home game so Clarke out of the game1 in four infar , the'freshmen ran up an impres- nings and went on. to secure their
sive 12-3 triumph over Ricker Col- first shutout of the season , 12-0. x
lege, in a game which featured their
_Bob KimJball is slated for mound
single home run in the three games
duty tomorrow as the Baby Mules
In their debut this season, the — a 2-run blast by the team's lead- take on the Bowdoin freshmen at
freshmen displayed some of that ing ibatter , outfielder John Smeth- 3:00 here.
power at the plate that has marked
their play tt. date, as they defeated
Hebron Academy, 7-4. First baseIn The Nation 's Capital
man Ed Berube. who has the most

STUDY THIS SUMMER , -

WINSLOW
DRIVE-8N
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FBI. • SAT. (Two Color Hits)
William Holden
Audrey Hepburn
" PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES"
and Elvis Presley
" GIRLS , GIRLS , GIRLS"

FRI. - SUN.
Gordon Scott
" GOLIATH AND THE
VAMPIRES"
and .- . - .. .
Barry Sullivan
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Special Courses in Government, . Politics,
HBk% . "J"
TWO Relations DAY
International
and other' Social
H_ ks1S__2?!S&_ **___.
Mon.S-WIEK
27th Fri.SESSIONS
Aug.
BnH^ P_^ ?9 ial
,22nd
n
June
- Fri. July 2 .th
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28th
8-VVEEIC EVE. SESSION
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THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

__,sb_k_:e*
TCe ejp _¦
True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
,
engagement ring. Each setting; is a master^
piece of design , reflecting the fiill . brillianpe
and beauty of the center diamond . , . a
perfect gem of.flawless clarity'; fine polor , : ( ,
and meticulous , modern cut. . !
The name,, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is ^waiting
your selection at yoijr Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $10G> to $2500. Rings enlarged tb show
beauty of detail ®Trade-mark registered.
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I mm «(. <id two "new booklets/!"How fa Mm V^w 'Sntpa , *i
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GRADUATE
UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMS
S^ SUl ^ .
¦
FULLY

FRI. - SUN.
" BLOOD FEAST "
Connie Mason
and
" BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND HELL "
Robert Wagner
Both In Color

SUNDAY
Academy Award Winner "AMERICA , AMERICA "

" PYRO"
Both In Color
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Lei's say lor a mlliufe, t his is you.
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Once you wear the gold bars of a second years have been preparing you for. You've
lieutenant in . the United States Air Forc$;; . got; ability ahcj' a good education. Novy's the
¦ tinje to put th$m to workl
'
what's in store for you?
to prove
Well,you may fly an aircraft entrusted with a Yoli'll hgve '^ery oppprtunlty
your
vital defense mission. Or you may lead a talpnts jn the\Alr Force. By doing so, you can
research team tackling problems on the frori- ' put yourself a)]ti your country ahead; ' .
tier of knowledge.You'll be helping to run an if you're not ai ready enrolled In ROTC ,
organization that's essential to the safety of you can ear n your commission at Air
,the free world.
Force officer Training School-a threeSounds lik e you 'll be called on to shoulder a month course that's open to both men
good deal of responsibility, doesn 't It?
. and women col lege graduates. To, apply,
¦
¦
But when you come right down
gt jnon Kftn nA you must be within 210. days
to it , that's what your college UiO-i #MI ; RM W of graduation,

